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Specific Heat Worksheet
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1,. A beaker contains 61-0.0 g of water at 15.0"C. After being heated for *minutes+he
water's temperature rose to +'g.b"C. Calculate the heat energy absorbed. )t 3 1tt {'ltn
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2. A beaker contains'Z7! S 6t water at 15"C. The water absorbs 24 qOO J of energy. What is 2 Siy{,r;
M

the water's finaltemp'erature? tL & --

Q- '',,r nt At = &t ot:cr:*

Zqorr't,"1J+{, : -'-l^}rl-*t ",.1 ,5Tt = At+ I+ 21-6 + lSL 1T= Alrtt
Oil has a specific heat capacity ofi'.dllg."€. lf ZOO $ot oil absorbs 5 0-05 J of heat energy

to reach a final temperature of 40.0"C, what *rffil initial temp"rr,,F", Z sl g_,{,q 
=
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4. A beaker contains +OSuot water at 19"C. After being heated for:4k$*ulesthe water's

temperature reachesrJS"C. C.t.rtratfrh" heat energy absorbed . Z =i : I , l':

G,= tir ra.r, (',,,.r,.j, i +,1 n\ (=*r,'- t{'r

A *--G\CqD.2- = GtoooT
5. You pour 250m1*:of water into a glass just out of thefleezer. After a while, you notice

that the temperature of the water has fallen from 1B"C to 12"C.

a- ls this an energy transfer or transformation? *a^rrt..{eu'

b- Calculate the heat energy transfer.

Q*o,cA! ?Se,)r q,rdl x { re- tr) : uJ856 *.

c- Explain if the water gives offtOr absorbs energy.
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d- Explain of the glass gave off or absorbed energy.
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What is honey's specific heat ifl&re heated^fsr 1&Smint*tes-and experience a

temperature change of 40.0"C absorbing
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9. Water's specific heat iilIffi?"C. olive oil's specific heat ia4EEHC.

a- Which one would get hotter faster? O i I

b- Which one would keep its heat for longer? 1s o=,te r
c- Why would we put water in a c'ar's cooling system over olive oil?
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